































By Stephen Cohodas 
The era of limits has arrived at 
ew College. Curriculum 
changes 
ir upper division students are 
tering the 
school's structure and 
yle 
and placing new limitations on 
iculty
 activity as well.
 
Founded in 
the late 1960s as an 
itpost of 
social  rebellion and ex-
Lrimental









 John Bunzel, a 
"flaky" 
unpus 
image,  a liberal arts ap-
mach
 to education in 
a period of 
udent 
interest  in more 
technically-
ilated fields 







 to New 
College  
rovost Larry 
Chenoweth,  chief 
nong its 
current problems is 
a lack 
defined curriculum goals.
 He sees 









and New College as the 
eans of keeping alternative 
lucation alive through the
 end of 
is century. 
Faculty  members appear to 
:tee with him. 
"Individual 
work is still 
issible," said one faculty member. 
['here 
are  more constraints on a 
pe of contract. They  have to be 
ore 
thoroughly written and more 




approach has, as a 
insequence, placed more emphasis 
n faculty instruction and control of 
ourse material in the new 
minars. Likewise it has enhanced 
e 
power  of the provost to decide 










past,  we believed a 
person 
had the right 















think  we 
have








style  is 
best 
typified  by 
instructor 
Michael 
Brady.  He 
served
 on the 
committee 
which  drew 










students  is 
"way  down"
 but is 




















 of the 
change 
happening 
within  the new 
limits.
 
"I can see 
a great 
deal  of 
freedom  within




said.  "I 
don't feel a loss
 of freedom." 






 risk of 
"becoming 
oppressive"
 by rigidly 
limiting  the 





 such a 
course  would be 
"cutting
 our own 
throats." 
(Continued on back page)
 
Questions 
asked  at meeting 
Donald Rothblatt 
photo  by David 
Korner 
Campus











dressed to four 
undeclared can-
didates 
running for A.S. 





 Weekly in a 
meeting in which 
the Gay Student 
Union, I GSU
 I, addressed the 
question of gay people












Savoca (I) and 
Alice  Phillips listen







 for the 
problems  of gays 
after
 a recent 
meeting.  Savoca and
 other Gay 










 said from her perspective
 
all  students are 
important  and 
should  be recognized
 and respected. 
Fazel Fazelbhoy,
 A.S. coun-
cilman, said they are a 
group just 







those of us 
involved 













said  when 
he
 first came
 to this 
campus
 he began 



























 to work 
together 
to 




Trippi said both he and 
Mc-












explained  the 
editorial 
policy of the 
paper.  He said 
last semester 
several  stories 
were  
written  about 
Proposition  6 and
 all 
the letters 
to the editor, 
either pro-
gay or anti -gay,
 were printed. 
He also said 








Steve Hastings, editor of the 
Independent Weekly, said his paper 
wanted to catch items of interest 
before they became so ,alled
 
newsworthy.  
"The gay issue is something we 
need to cover as an 
overall
 story, 
rather than something 
that is 
breaking news,"
 Hastings said. 
Hastings 
said he 
felt  gay 



















Rosa  Carrington 
A proposed reduction in 
the  
number of units 
required
 for an 
undergraduate  minor in urban 
studies was approved Thursday by 
Gerald Wheeler, dean of the School
 
of Social Sciences, 
which  includes 
the Urban and 
Regional  Planning 
Department at SJSU. 




dergraduate Studies Richard E. 
Whitlock.
 




mean a six -unit 
reduction 
in the current 21 -unit
 
requirement for the minor. 
"We think he'll 
approve  of it," 
said 
Donald  Rothblatt, chairman
 of 
the SJSU 




 and author of 
the 















the  proposal, once it 
is adopted. 
Rothblatt




months  to 
"streamline 




 of the existing
 
requirements  for the urban
 studies 
are
 courses such as 
sociology  161, 
urban sociology; 
business  101, the 
principles of 
real estate; and 
geography
 105, urban geography. 




more than a 
"list of possible choices 
without any




he said, proved to 
be too 
time-consuming  for





 faculty to 
determine  
how 
much  a student "is 
actually 
getting 
out of the courses. 
"A
 list of 
courses
 with just 
enough
 structure would 
be more 
beneficial
 to the students,"
 he said. 
The proposed 
list of courses, 
constructed 
by Rothblatt, would 
reduce the electives of other urban 
and regional
 planning courses from 
nine 
required units to six. Instead of 
three units required of similar 




Rothblatt hopes the restruc-
tured 
list will "guarantee the 
students who came 
through  the 
program to have a rich un-
derstanding 
of
 the problems and 
approaches involved in city plan-
ning." 
He added that the current un-
dergraduate  minor in urban plan-
ning 
is
 a manual of courses relating 
to urban 
topics on a introductory 
level 
only.  
"We know from surveys
 that 
students want more 
useful
 ex-







ranging  from 
a high 
of 65 to 





















By Erin A. Hallissy 
Bank of America is 
scheduled  to 
present a plan for its 
new branch at 
Third and San 
Fernando streets  to 
the San Jose Planning Commission 
tomorrow. 
However,
 Robert Baxmann of 
the Bank of America Acquisition 
Corporation 
said Monday that the 
bank
 doesn't have a plan to present, 
and will tell the Planning Com-
mission to postpone the hearing for 
approximately  six
 weeks. 
Baxmann said that the bank still 


















revenue  slim 
SJSU market
 
By Erin A. 
Hallissy   




semester that it would not 
come to A.S. for help, was forced to 
becabse  of financial difficulties
 of 
setting
 up a newspaper and 
having  
to compete 
with the Spartan Daily 
for
 advertising 
revenue,  according 
to Steve
 Hastings, editor -in





 at first selling
 
ads because advertisers
 are used to 
using the Daily," Hastings said 
Friday.
 
"We're  just starting to break the 
Daily's hold and are doing better 
now that we have five people on 
our 
advertising staff, instead 
of just one 





basis  from 
AS., $700 for
 this week's 
issue  and 
$200 for the 
remaining
 nine issues 
this 
semester.
 It also received $500 
for 
distribution  boxes on campus. 
Hastings 
hopes  to put 15 
distribution boxes on 
campus,
 but 
said that any such plans 
would have 
to be 
approved by the campus ar-
thitects. 
Hastings estimates the costs of 
the Independent Weekly at ap-
proximately $1,100 per issue. In-
cluded in those costs are typesetting, 
expenses, 
equipment
 and rent on a 
150-square -foot room above Blim-







the typesetting on campus using the 
Spartan  Daily equipment, according 
to Hastings, but there is a legal 






professor of advertising and 
adviser
 
to the Spartan Daily advertising 
staff, 
the Weekly probably 
would  not 
be able to use the equipment. 
The Daily uses the
 equipment 
from 8 a.m, until midnight,
 and 
while it might be 
available from 
midnight until 7 
a.m.,  Lawrence 
thinks 




 of Journalism 





 he did not
 believe 
there  was any 
conflict  with 














to  the A.S.
 
have it 
supervise us or have 
any 
editorial say," he said. 
"We went
 to the A.S. for 
money 
as we would go to any 
contributor  to 
help
 us with financial
 problems." 
(Continued
 on 14., 
page) 
The bank is being evicted from 
its present site at Second and San 
Carlos streets by the Redevelop-
ment Agency. 
According to Branch Manager 
Vic Burton, the Redevelopment 
Agency will use the site for a 750-
space parking 
garage  for the state 
and federal buildings which will be 
built 
north  of the proposed garage. 
The bank's original proposal for 
Clara County, the bank is thinking 
about a building that would be 10 to 
15 stories.
 
One of the major objections of 
Eric Harlow, co-owner of Un-
derground Records, who is fighting 
the bank's relocation, is that the 
bank wants to own the land that it 
will be using, 
instead
 of leasing it. 
However,
 neither the planning 
commission nor Self has any oh -
See 
Related
 Story on Page 3 
development of the site 
at Third and 
San Fernando streets was
 rejected 
by the planning commission





building and a parking lot for ap-
proximately









commission is looking for 
a plan that 
would include intense development 
of the site. 
"We'd like to see a 
high-rise on 
the block," he said. "We're
 
discouraging a large 
surface 
parking area and encouraging 
ground floor retail shops." 
According to Baxmann, the 
original plan the bank presented was
 
only hypothetical. 
"Now that we have an idea of 
what they the planning com-
mission I are looking for, we're 
working
 on a plan which should be 
acceptable to them," he said. 
Baxmann said the ideal 
situation would be like that of 
iitown  Sail Francisco  or 
Los 
Angeles where they could have an 
independent bank building with the 
upper floors being used for ad-
ministrative  offices for the bank. 
According 
to Vice Mayor Jim 
Self, who is working 
with the bank's 
regional vice
 president of Santa 
jection
 to the bank owning the land. 
According to Self, 
national  
banking laws 
prohibit banks from 
owning large spaces not 
specifically 
used for banking purposes, so if 
Bank



































Harlow  was 
evicted  from 
his 
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problems  in Iran, 
there are uprisings in South
 Africa, 
there is continuing
 tension between 
Israel and
 the United Arab Republic
 
and the P1,0. There
 is conflict in 
Central
 America, China has invaded 
Vietnam and Vietnam has been 
battling with Cambodia. 
Carol
 Magnuson
 is a 
Spartan Daily reporter 







 with the students 
of SJSU? 
I hope not, because






 in nothing. 
The RCYB 
























rhetoric into every idea. 
They 
say the world is full of 
oppression. I agree.  The 
oppression  
can be found 
most  flagrantly and 






ploitation.  1 agree. 
The worst kind 
of 
exploitation  ) if 
anyone  took the
 time 
to research 
it ), can be found
 in the 
back countries
 of Russia and
 China 
where 
the workers are 
living  on the 
edge of death 








for  one minute 
that this 
world,





 is perfect. 
They
 are far 
from
 it. But 
I, for 
one,
 have found 















 I don't 
believe
 that to 
make the 






and  maim. 
Many 
















































































































Many of the 




















 country  a 
country where










imply  violence 
and distur-
bance.  Nothing 
more.  
If I walked down the street 
yelling  my head off and carrying a 
huge baton, I'm sure 
that  people 
would wonder who I was planning to 
attack, not what 
my
 words meant. 
I also don't believe
 the RCYB 
clearly 
knows  what it is talking 
about. Their words imply 
much that 
is scary to me 
and  to others in this 
society  scary 
because their words 
speak
 of communism. To 
many, this 
term is a horrible
 and frightening 
one  because they have truly ex-
perienced the 
effects
 of a communist 
society on its "traitorous subjects." 
I wish that organizations such as 
the RCYB would take a little 




 maybe we, as the new and 
insurgent generation, the generation 
with the innovative ideas and a 
massive yearning to "see it all 
put 
right," 
maybe we could put it right, 








Cindy Tong and Dr. Clifford 
Uyeda, you can take your 
demand 
for restitution for the JACL and 
deposit it where the sun never 
shines. 
Certainly there
 is a great deal of 
remorse and national shame that 
wartime hysteria caused the 
issuance
 of the now infamous 
Executive 




But damn it, I'm getting tired of 
paying for
 wrongs, real or imagined, 
that my "white" ancestors forced 
upon innocent members of minority 
groups.
 
First, I'm told I must surrender 
my job, education and seniority to 
women and/or minorities, because 
white men I never knew or would 
desire to know, 
discriminated 
against these minority groups. 
Now I'm told I've got to pay 
restitution to the JACL because 
I 
falsely imprisoned Japanese -
Americans.
 
I wasn't even there! 
If you "hit" me where you think 
it hurts, Ms.
 Tong and Dr. Uyeda, 
i.e., financially, you're not going to 
make me more benevolent toward 
Americans of Japanese
 descent. 
Quite the opposite. 





guarantee you the only result you'll 
get is resentment and intense 
hostility.  
There are times when the best 
thing to do about uqcmckushameful 
occurrence is to learn 
from
 it and 
work to keep it from happening 
again, rather than trying, 37 years 
later, to 












enjoyed  the performance. 
But I 
might 
have  enjoyed it less 
if
 I'd been 
led to believe
 what Mr. 
Bustillos  
wrote 
regarding  the 
names  of the 
characters. 
In the 




considerable  amount  
and  the 
program  I bought




 are never referred
 to as 
the Beatles. 
The  ads clearly state
 
"Not The 
Beatles,"  and a 
"Celebration









 performers as 
"Lead  Guitar, Rhythm 
Guitar, Bass 
Guitar, and 
Drums," and NOT  
as 
"John, Paul, George,
 and Ringo." 
I feel
 this misrepresentation of 
the 




 were to go to 
see  
"Beatlemania"  expecting 
to see, 




rather than what it 
actually  is, an excellent show in 
celebration of the Beatles 
and  their 





the many are under
 the control 
one, she cannot look to 
relatives,  h 
must look to absolutes. 
What 
is absolute? The word 
God is absolute 
and  it does n 
conjure up flowery 
images of lil 
after -death for the natural man. 
Quite to the contrary, the Bit 
declares that "it is appointed
 tin 
men once to die, but 




only comfort on 
t 
deathbed is the 





with Jesus Christ. T1 
is reality. Dr. 
Vain
-hope and t 






Science  sophomo 
Book writers 
Editor: 




out there in 
media  laq 
when 
the reporter lifted
 that terrib. 
cliche "Textbooks
 are as dull z 
dishwater" 
from  what was a lengtt 
interview on my  
attitudes  on tF 
matter. 
God knows I 
wouldn't  war 
to minimize the royalties
 of my hat 
working 
colleagues.  
I believe, as I told the 
reporte  
that there 
are certain subjects wine 
may require 
texts.  My academi 
experience has exposed 
me
 to bot 
texts and 
works in the original. 
rigor is the yardstick for
 educatioe 
I'll have to admit that reading Mar 
and Mill in their original form tv4 
far more strenuous than Dr. X1 
textbook
 interpretation. Mill ar 
Marx I remember. Dr. X has Ion 
ago been pulped. 
I had history and sociology texi 
but Steinbeck's "Grapes of Wrath 
reached me more profoundly. Wit 
the guidance of understandini 
professors, I learned mor4 
philosophy from Dostoevski
 an) 
Shakespeare. Lincoln Steffens an 
Henry Adams were my 
politics 
science teachers. These books wer 
unforgettable. 
I learned a little about Des  
Laurie's field of 
business  fror 
William 
H. Whyte's "Organizatio 
Man." I wonder how many busines 
majors have read it or Miller 
































Only the  
name, 
major  and 
this) 
standing  will be 
printed. 





edit  for length, 





Office  (JC 208)
 between 9 
a.m. and
 5 p.m. 
weekdays,  or 
by 
mail




Daily,  San 
Jose  State 




Jose, CA 95112. 
Mild-mannered  
Editor: 
The article on the mild-
mannered body builder was in-
teresting 




 the Spartan Daily 
goofed by not including a 
photograph




 articles you have shown 
several people and pictures of their 
interests be it 
frisbee tossing, 
skateboarding and even animal 
stuffing. 
Since Mr. Hayman's body is an 
integral part of his 
interest,  I feel 
you 
should
 offer the readers  
especially us 
females,  a chance to 
view this specimen of 
symmetrical 
beauty. 
All in the interest 
of
 art, of 
course!) 
After all, aren't 
we entitled to 
view 
SJSU's










Your article on Dr. 
Elisabeth  
Kubler-Ross,
 titled "Conception of 
death latered to optimism,"
 brought 
to my mind the old Christian classic, 
"The Pilgrim's Progress." 
In this  allegorical
 work, John 
Bunyan, its author, traces the 
life of 
a man named Christian. Bunyan 
begins 
with Christian's conversion 
and ends with his inception into 
heaven.  
In the final paragraph of the 
book, after Christian 
had crossed the 
river of death and had entered the 
Celestial City, Bunyan 
writes of 
another
 man whose name was 
Ignorance. 
"Now while 
I was gazing upon 
all these 
things,  I turned my head to 
look back and saw Ignorance come 
up to the river side, but he soon got 
over and 
that
 without half the dif-
ficulty which the other two men met 
with. For it 
happened
 that there was 
then in that place one Vain -hope, a 
ferryman, that 





in the paragraph, 
Bunyan continues his 
allegory by 
disclosing the fate of 
Ignorance. 
"Then
 they I the gatesmen of the 
Celestial City) took 
him up and 
carried him through the air to the 
door that I saw
 in the side of the hill 
and put him in there. 
"Then I saw 
that there was a 
way to hell, even from the 
gates  of 
heaven, as well 
as from the City of 
Destruction!"  
Thus ends Bunyan's
 narrative of  
Vain -hope and 
Ignorance, two 
charactesr with close counterparts
 
in the 20th 
Century.  With all due 




 to Vain -
hope
 and the 1,500 on her waiting 
list, to ignorance. 
Where  has she gone wrong? She 
has approached the
 subject of death 
with 




that we live in a 
theistic
 world. In 
a universe 
where  

















The fight began last 
semester to prevent
 Bank 
of America from building a 
new branch on 
the half -
block 
bounded  by Santa 
Clara,
 San Fernando, 
Third  and Fourth 
streets  is 
helpless 
and  appears to be 
dying. 
All but two of the half -
block's once -defiant 
tenants have vacated, 
leaving penciled -in 
"moved to..." signs on the 
weather-beaten windows of 
ancient Victorian rentals 
and business buildings. 
"What can we do?" 
asked Don Chaney, co-
3wner of San
 Jose 
Bookstore and formerly 
me of the staunchest op-
orients  to the Bank of 
America move, along with 
he owners of Underground 
Records and Kincaid's Inn. 
We have no 
lease, and 
..ventually we'll all have to 
:nove. This place is sold 
and gone." 
Chaney's statement is 
.ssentially correct. Bank of 
America's purchase of the 
half -block from the three 
3wners  PG and E, 
Pfeiffer 
Electric and A.B. 
Ban-era  is 
in escrow, 
meaning the deal is one 
routine step 
away from 
being sealed. Each of the 
sellers has proclaimed his 
iatisfaction with his set-
lement price, although 
Barrera's 
take has 
wen  reported. 
According to the 
!armory issue of Ground-
swell News and Eric 
iarlow, co-owner of Un-
ierground Records, 
3arrera received $1 million 






for  $250,000. 
It is Barrera's










the  most 



















since he was 
given  no say 









 he said, but 
if he 
moves 























proceedings  by 
Barrera.  
"I own the 
property 
and I can do whatever I 
want to 
do with it," 
countered 
Barrera  last 




It's one of the things that
 
has made America 
great. 




































































 only a year ago, 
they are still 















will host a slide
 by . 
HAM AT 







Ingraham  will 
present  
slides
 of the Andes



































































opportunities  for 
advancement  
under the 
Merit System to 
Senior
 Engineer levels 
with pay 
levels in $ 
19,000529,000
 range 









leave,  partially 
employer 









allowance  for 
self and 
dependents.  
Puget Sound Naval 
Shipyard has been established 
for over 85 years, 
Located  in scenic Bremerton
 on a 
deep water arm 
of
 Puget Sound, it is a semirural
 
community with a mild climate,
 only one hour from 
Seattle,
 recently recognized by several 
publications  
as the 
city with the best "quality of 
life" in the 
country,
 
Contact  your Placement Officer for an 
interview
 on 
March 1. If this 
date
 is inconvenient, you call toll free 
1 800 426-5996: or if you wish, you 
may mail a 
resume to: 
PUGET 










EMPLOYER  WE 
Student Dietetics 
Association will meet at 
12:30 p.m. tomorrow in the 
S.U. Guadalupe 
Room. 
Plans for Nutrition 
week 




   
Christian Science 
Organization







 is open to 
all in-
terested









 for more in-
formation.
 
   
Does Our











A lot has happened 
since we 
started 
making  rnelal cane at 












Fortune  100 
















people  who 
have 
the energy 
and drive to keep 
up
 with such 
a marketand 
with us 
With over 47 000 men and 
women









move people ened 
as
 far and aS 
fast as Med 
tal-
enle and our 
development  
programs can






























 see our more, 
senlative
 on campus 
or 
write College 
































By Don Vetter 
It was quite a tense 
moment for Iola Williams 
as she
 stood before the San 
Jose  City Council on Jan. 
16, waiting to be sworn ino 
city council office. 
When
 Mayor Janet 
Grey Hayes came to the
 
part of the oath where she 
asked if there was any 





remember  the 
voice from the
 back of the 
room that broke the long 
silence. 
"Hurry up 
girl, I don't 
want those folks
 to change 
their 
minds,"






Runyon on the council is 
not new to 







board  member for six 
years before her ap-
pointment to 
the  council. 
The newest 
thing  about 
Williams, 
however,
 is that 
she is 
the first black to 
serve 
on the council or any 
other major Santa Clara 
County government office. 
"No one expects me to 
be the great 
black hope," 
Williams said. She said she 
hopes
 to bring a new black 
"sensitivity" to the 
council, something it has 






Lt.  Gov. Mike Curb said 
yesterday he will use his 
power as acting governor 
to sign legislation reducing 
and delaying a 
$20  million 



















































 volunteers for 
a study 








 and memory. 
$2.50 per
 hour plus credit 
points for 
Psychology 5 or 
55 classes are
 being offered 
to students
 who par-
























 a week 
now 























































































postage  paid at San 
Jose, 




Publishers Association arid the 
Associated Press. Published 
daily by Son 
Jose  State 
University,
 during the college 
year




ere not necessarily 











only on a 
remainder 
of






 Off -campus 
price 












to the city 
of San Jose. 
"It is a 
must
 that the 
campus, 
staff, students and 
everything 
connected with 
it feel part of 
San  Jose," 
she said. "They
 are a rich 
part 
of our history,
 and a 
great  part of our 
future." 
Part
 of that 
future  lies 
in providing 
housing  not 
only 










a big problem 
for all of San 







said that one 
way this could 
be done is in 
SJSU  parking 
facilities. 
She said it would be 
ideal  
that student parking be 
included with the proposed 
Fourth and San Fernando 












 a good idea for 
the bank to put
 some of its 
Proposition 13 






black  woman 
replaces  
Runyan 
at San Jose city 
hall 
having decent housing for 
the citizen at a 
price the 







13 the city 
needs  a new tax 
base to 
support  its 
service.
 
She said this tax
 base could 
be provided by 
new in-
dustry within San 
Jose. 
"Every time




development  of a 
street in 
front of the
 house, for 
example, it 




"It might not seem 
related," the 42 -year -old 
council member said, "but 
the only way 
we
 are going 
to
 get a handle on it is to 
address the overall 
problem rather than 
just 





got a windfall from 
Proposition 13," Williams 
said. She added that there 
is  no reason why they 
cannot put this money back 
Nurses 
Christian 
Fellowship is meeting at 5 
p.m. tomorrow
 in the 
Health 
Building,  room 405, 
for a Bible study on "salt 
and light." All 
health  and 




 for more 
information. 
   
El Concilio will meet at 









terested members are 
invited to attend. 
Call 
Reyes, 295-6092, for 
more  
information. 
   
The Marketing Club 
will 
host Don Baxter, 
public information 
Manager for PG and E, at 
7:30 p.m. tomorrow in the 
S.U. Almaden Room. Call 
Birgitta Tenortenaan, 295-
1570, for more information. 
































Williams can relate 
first hand on the problems 
of parking at this campus 
with her 




 gone to San Jose 
State and I've tried to park 
and one time I just parked 
my car (illegally) and put a 
note in it stating that I had 
difficulty
 in finding a place 
to park and I  would be right 
back," she related. 
Williams was lucky 
that time and did not get a 
ticket, but she said parking 
is a major problem not only 
around the campus, but 
downtown as well. 










is to insure 
that we do main': 
the 
transition 
as easy as we 
can ... making downtown a 
living downtown for 
people."  
San 
Jose, like any 
other growing
 city, cannot 
avoid the problems,
 such 
as crime and violence, 
that
 
come with age, Williams 
said. 
"There is no way that 
the city council, San Jose 
Police Department or 
anybody else can stop 
crime in San Jose. 
"What we can do is do 





property," she said. "The 
citizens  do 


























together  to 




people  are 
going to have to learn to 
''take
 some responsibility'' 












































































be from their 
neigh-
borhood, so it's really 
going  




said, "rather than 
government that belongs to 
those people down at city 
hall." 



















"Life beyond L.A." 
Thursday,
 
March  8, 
9 PM 




Opening act to he announced 
Tickets: $5.50 all students with valid I.D 
$6.50 general public 
One dollar more at the 
door 
Available at: BASS. San Jose Box Office, 
Galactic Zoo in Los Gatos, 

























































































































The Dallas Cowboy 
Cheerleaders  are merely 
"glorified 
showgirls,"  said 
Trish Luna, 
coordinator  for 
the SJSU cheerleaders and 
song girls who perform at 
the 
football  games, 
basketball games and 
other athletic events. 









front  of a 
crowd, 














Richardson,  a 
1978-79 
cheerleader  






athletics  is 
a business





















girls. Try -outs 
for the 1979-
80 squads 
will  be held 
March 
17. 
photo  by J L Sousa 
Dede 
Cameron,  














spots  are 



























 said. "and 
we









 for cheerleader 
or 


















is a hell 










and song girls are judged 
on their 
performance in a 
prepared routine, an 
in-
terview, various jumps, the 
amount 




























































 to be confused
 









students to apply for
 aid is 
March 1, Thursday. 
March  




California Student Aid 
Applications  must be 
mailed to Berkeley to 
determine if students
 are 
eligible for such SJSU 














translation  of 











   
Police 
majors  at 




 the world, 
said 
Williard E. Sch-
midt, then head 
of the 
Police  School. 





spiritualist  for 















 were scheduled to 



















wife were honored at a 
"bon 
voyage"
 party in 
the 
Women's  Gym by 












































































or before March 1 will have 
their applications viewed 
first in the processing 
cycle. Those applications 
received after the deadline 
will be considered by the 
date received and cannot 
be 
guaranteed  financial aid 
funds, according to the 
handbook.
 
The tuition fee at 
the 
University of 
California at Berkeley 
was $42 a semester, a $5 
increase from the 
semester before 
   
Tau Delta Phi 
scholastic 
fraternity 
held its 26th annual 
semi -formal 
dance  
   
Sorority Alpha Chi 
Omega and fraternity 





 a "Real 
George" theme 
for an 





consisted of a 
take-off 




   




Young Americans for 
Freedom ( YAF ), a 
conservative 
campus 
group established in 
1963, was revoked by the 
council in response to a 
"racist" article. Council 
voted to 
withdraw  YAF 
as a 
campus  group and 
to deny use of any 
campus
 facilities. 










 or casualties 
were 
reported.  
   
The SJS 
basketball  
team  was in the 
running 
for the 
worst  team in the 
























   
























A C okontma 
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Dailey  Auditorium 
ii Ity 


























professional  people 
makes 
the final 
decision on the 
squads. 
"They look for talent 
enthusiasm 
and com-



















































You  also 
get to 



























veteran  song 
girl  vying for 
a 
spot
 on next year's squad. 
said, "I 
like football and I 
like who 
we're  playing ( fall 






our for the first
 time at 
SJSU, 
said



















 to get involved 
at SJSU. 
"You can't get rowdy 




















"The cheerleaders and 
song girls have parties with 
the
 teams to  show their 
appreciation,"  said Luna. 
"I don't 
know
 of anyone 
right now on the squads 
who is dating a football 
player.
 They're just good 
friends. 
The guys ap-
preciate the support." 
"College is a lot dif-
ferent than high school," 
said Richardson. "We have 
social events to 
get  to know 
them, but it's not like 
we 
fool around." 
However, Serpa said. 
"My boyfriend 
isn't to hot 
on it (being a 
cheerleader 
or song













cheerleading  squE 
was a new idea that 
being tried



















 an SJS 
alumnus 
hoping
 for one 4 
the three 
male  spots ontlsi 
squad, was busy 
Saturdaii  
practiing for





















like what they're doing and
 where they are. 
A company where people openly 
enjoy each 
other and work together toward 
common 
goals. A t ionpany
 where people thrive on 
action, 
professional





 Signettes. We're 
one  of the most experienced
 and broadest 
based suppliers of 
integrated  circuits in the 
world. In a dynamic 
industry  legendary for 
change, we have an 
unmatched  record ol 
personnel retention. And
 that's one of the 
reasons we 
continue  to invest more and 
more in our 
people's growth. 
Signet
 its is a place where we can 
off, r you 
every
 opportunity to build your skills. 
The  
way we look at 
it ... If you look good, we look 
good. 
So. ii you're about to 
graduate
 with a bach-
elors or masters degree in: 
Electronics  or 
Chemical  Engineering: Physics. 
Chemistry.  
Metallurgy: or Electronics
 or Industrial 
Technology







Well talk with you 
about  opportunities in 
product,
 test, process and design engineer-
ing. and quality 




 some compelling 
reasons for 
making 
the Good People 
Company the right
 
110111` for your rewarding career. 
For more information please visit your 
Placement Oilier or write to Professional 




Sunnyvale, CA 94086. We are an 
equal 
opportunity  employer m/f. Perma-
nent residency visa required. 



























































































 I've time got a 












 my potential 
mailer." 
credit was so great. I still 
don't 





































Cavanaugh is listed 
with the the Guinness Book 
of World Records as having 
the largest collection of 
valid credit cards 
in the 
world. His collection now 
stands at 927 different
 
cards  but he has a grand 
total of 2,000 pieces 
of 
palstic when all duplicates 
are 
added in. 
The collection is 
housed in a wallet that
 
extends
 250 feet 
and  if held 
from the top of a 30-story 
building it would touch the 
sidewalk below. Without 


















 origins range 
from  a 
liquor store 
in



























"A friend of mine and I 
bet a 
dinner  to see at the 
end of a year who could get 

















with  138. He paid for 
the dinner and
 quit 
  collecting; I went on with 
mine and 
haven't  stopped 
since. This is not an ending 
hobby;  it continues all the 
time." 
The  collection is kept in 
two locations. 
Some of the 
cards  are now on loan 
to 
Ripley's Believe 






















Mike Douglas, Good 
Morning 
America, and the 
Today Show,
 as well as the 
notoriety that 
comes from 




THe bulk of the cards 
are kept 
in three safe 
deposit boxes, 
while  a 
master list 
of all the cards 
and their numbers are kept 
in a box in a different bank. 
All these




because  of the 
tremendous potential 
credit involved. 
One of the two 
cards  
that Cavanaugh believes to 
be the most extraordinary 
of the set is a 2 1/2 -inch by 3 
1/2 -inch piece of sterling 
silver that





 It allows the 
holder unlimited 
credit at 
the Mapes Hotel in Reno, 
Nev. The 










$55,000 to be 
put toward the 


















By La Rosa Carrington 
Deadly hydrogen 
iilfide gas spewed from 
ie well, mixing into the 
arrounding air. It hovered 
lickly, almost waiting for 
chance to take the lives of 
le 
four
 oil  workers who 
ere stranded 





safety  men, 
ere clearing bush 
in 
reparation  for a 
well-
ipping 





Then a breeze swept 
e lethal rotten egg 
smell  
ound the workmen, 
ocking them 
off from all 
issible escape paths. The 
ur now had less than 15 
Mutes of oxygen left in 
eir reserve tanks. 
One of the men already 
iffered extensive eye 
image from the gas. 





































a landing spot 




That is how Finn,
 an 
lministration of justice 
nior 
at
 SJSU, became a 
To at an 
uncapped well at 
'Amoco 
oil site in Canada 





















t was a 
hell  of a 
scary  










iratus himself and said 
























stay  at 
SJSU.  
"I
 used to 






pilot  who 
ofessed 








when  he 









was able to 
keep up his interest in 
flying
 during the years he 




Finn is a pilot












He got the title "bush 
pilot" from a 
job he 
secured after graduating 
from RCAC. 
"My
 first big flying job 
was in Whitehorse, the 
capital city of Yukon 
Territory," remembered 




defined  the bush 
as "thousands








 is frequently 












 by air,  
Finn 
said.  
"There  weren't any 
roads 



















 to Finn. 
"These 























method  of 
tran-
sportation.  We 
brought  
them food
 and mail and
 
took






































historical  island high
 in the 
Arctic,"





After three years 
of 
flying 
the bush, Finn 
said 
he then 






















 as a cop," he 
said. "My time was never 
my own and I'd end up in 
court testifying on my days 
off."  
So Finn said he 
went  




 earn money to pay 
for 
a degree he wanted in 
the justice field. 
"I had heard some 
favorable 
things about 




 "so I came here last 
semester."  
Now Finn may be 
seen, in between classes,
 
hanging -out in a small 
room equipped with more 
than $2,000 worth of 
transmitting
 devices. 







 1 mergency Road Service 
National Auto Club 
Towing and 
Repair  of Anything 
Discount















ment at SJSU in Room 135. 
It is the spot where Finn, 
one of only seven licensed 
11AM operators
 on campus, 
goes to talk to his friends 
back home in Canada.
 
Confessing that his 
final aspiration 
is
 to go to 
law school,
 Finn, a 
bachel^r, stated he is 
looking for 
"a
 woman to 





more  than 
two:
 a major 
bank card
 
and a gas card.
 
In order 
to build his 
collection into its present 
size he went to the library 
and took down the ad-
dresses of all
 the com-
panies in the 
Standard and 
Poor Index that made more 
than $1  million. He sent 
them all form letters 




















used was to go to parties 
and ask people what they 
had in their wallet and then 
follow that up by sending 






























One card that 
he does 
not have 
but  has tried over
 
and over 
to get is from 
the 













mail in the world,- he said. 
"All I have
 to do now is find 
some
 room for it." 
















Well  written. distinctive
 
446-0878  
The Perfect Impression 
Editing. 



















































 8 art 
London  July
 





























Chicago,  Toronto 8 
Ottawa  
July 




 and Wales 
June  25 July









































 8 culture Madrid 
Santiago  and 
Granada  June 25 
Aug 9 S1475 tuition in-
ud 
Italy 
Language  8 Art Rome & 
Florence
 .lune 25 -Aug 9 $1450 
Mexico 
Language 8 culture Guanaluato 
with  
Guadalaiara





 all fare 
from San 





 Scotland. West 8 East  Germany
 Religious
 studies  The Reformation London
 Edin-
burgh. York 




















lloundtrip Air Fero 
From West Coast 
Unless Otherwise 
Noted  









Detailed  Information  
and Space Reservation 
fiirnnrs  


























In Honor of Black History Month -





filmmaker  will speak 
and show 




"... fascinating faces 
...
















 7 & 10 pm 












































concentrate on a 
throw-in. (Left) The 
basic elements,
 a ball 
and jersey.
 (Below 
right) Mike Katolin and 
John Garcia swarm all 
over a Santa Clara 
ball  
carrier
 while (below 
right)
 Young signals his 
joy 









of football is 
really an extension of 
rugby. For those of you 
who love football, you'd 
probably enjoy rugby even 
more. 
Rugby players don't 
wear equipment that 
makes  them look like 
knights in shining armor. 
You can see them as they 




giant  to play rugby. 
As long as you are fit 
and can run, you can make 
it in rugby. The SJSU 
Rugby Club
 offers the 
opportunity to compete in 
this most intriguing sport. 
The club,
 which is 
supported by Associated 
Students, 
has  been around 
for 10 years and has been 
fairly successful in 
com-
petitions  over those 10 
years. The team 
has  placed 
in the top six nationally 
severaltimes and is 
pre - 












 are 0-4 so 
far
 this season but are 
improving 
thanks
 to the 
new members





 Nick DeLong and 
John Kulusich have 
taken 
up rugby






The  rules of rugby
 are 
simple. You 
have to get the 
ball across your opponent's 
goal line to 
score.  Unlike 
football, 
you have to ac-
tually  touch the ball to 
the 
ground to receive





rugby; thus, injuries are 
greatly reduced. Players 
can 
judge  where the 
tackles are coming from 
and can brace themselves 
for the 
impact.  
Rugby employs some 
soccer skills as 
well. 
Kicking 
is not only per-
mitted but
 a vital part of 
the game. A player with a 
strong leg is 
invaluable.  
:t 


































































Spartans  were 
originally  scheduled 
to play St. 




 for a 
oubleheader with 
the Gaels. However,
 because of the 
clement 
weather, Friday's 
contest had to be 
postponed.  
Unplayable 
field  conditions 
Sarturday  in San 
Jose 
orced 
the twin bill to be moved to Moraga. 
SJSU  came out on the 
front end of a pair of 
3-1  scores 
rather than the split
 that was erroneously 
reported  in 
esterday's
 Daily.  
The sweep improves
 the Spartans' NBA
 record to 6-5 
nd 
puts them in a 
virtual  tie for second
 place with 



























first  game, Nobles 
allowed




 eight -and -two-thirds
 innings, but 
gave  up ten 
bases  on balls to make
 things more than 
interesting. 
Gael starter
 Tom Candiotti 
was  forced to retire 
with  
arm 
touble after facing 
only two hatters. 
Reliever  Steve 
Senteney was tagged
 with the loss. 
St. Mary's 
opened  the scoring with a 
run in the bottom 
of the
 second inning, but 
the  Spartans came 
back
 with a 
pair of 
tallies
 in the top of the fourth on 
run -scoring singles 
by Derek Bulcock and Joe
 Darretta. 
Greg Robles
 added a solo 
home  run in the 
fifth, for the 
final margin.
 It was Robles'
 second homer 
of
 the year. 
The 
Gaels made 
a run at SJSU
 and Nobles 
in the 
ninth, 
loading  the 
bases  with two 
outs. 
Spartan 
coach  Gene Menges 
brought  on Raphael, who 
induced clean 
up man Von 
Hayes  to fly to right




second game went 
only five innings 





 went the route 
on the mound 
for the
 Spartans, scattering
 six hits. 
Dan Rahmer
 started on the 
mound  for St. Mary's.
 He 
allowed a run in the 
second on an RBI 
single
 by Bulcock, 
and forced home 
two runs in the 




being  lifted. 




 was  
originally  scheduled 
to be only a 
single  game, but 
the 
coaches of 
both teams decided 
to play a pair of 
seven -
inning
 contests instead. 
The first 
game went eight 
innings,  SJSU getting
 a run 
on an error in the 
bottom
 of the eigth to win
 7-6. 
Chris  Gallego had a first




Mark  Langston got
 credit for the 
mound  
victory,  in relief of Steve
 Berglund. 
Jay Brazil 
hurled  a five -hit shutout
 in the nightcap as 
SJSU prevailed 4-0. 
Brian Stuckey was
 the offensive star 
with  a two run 
double, and Ron 




Spartans  have now won six 
in
 a row, upping their 
overall 
record to 8-6. 
In other NCBA action over 
the weekend, Fresno State 
took two out of three from 





























































variety  of 
zones, 



















































































 on the 
back for that. SJSU played 
what is commonly referred 
to as a "hacking defense" 
in which you slash at, chop 
at and grab at your op-
ponent.
 
It's a good defense  if 
your opponent can't shoot 
free throws. Unfortunately 
for the 
Spartans,  Pacific 
hits 76 percent 
from the 
line and 
took  advantage of 
the 
opportunity.  




beginning and when you 
play a team as 
smart  as 
Pacific, 
your  chances of 
coming from behind 
are 
slim. The 
Tigers  led 18-10 
after 10 minutes of play 
and 
in essence,
 the game was 
over right there. 
Pacific 
kept  switching 
zones. One minute they 
were in a 1-2-2. All 
of
 a 
sudden,  it's a 3-2. Then a 2-
1-2.
 The Spartans could not 
handle the changes and 
although they moved the 
ball swiftly 
around the 
perimeter of the 
zone they 
were seldom
 able to 
penetrate the
 middle. 
Wally Rank had 10 
first-half
 points and Sid 
Williams added eight 
more. The
 Spartans shot 37 
percent from the floor, 
making only 13 of 35. 
Pacific shot 42 percent (8-
19) but were a near -perfect 
22-23 from the line. At 
halftime, the Tigers led, 38-
28. 
It was the first time in 
a long time that 
anyone  had 
seen 
the visiting team take 
twice 
as many free throws 
as the host but the Spartans 
have been giving the
 fans a 
new 
surprise
 each game 
and Sunday's was the 
inequity from the charity 
stripe. 
Terrance
 Carney, who 
is probably the best 
outside
 




points  and the 
majority 
of those were 
from 
20-25  feet out. 
Ron  




 for 19 points, 
the majority coming on 
lay-ups and inside plays. 
Cornelius was
 also 7-8 from 
the 
line. 
But the man who did 
the most 
damage  was 
guard Billy Bryant, who 
wound up at the line 16 
times.
 He converted 13 of 
those and that, friends, was 
the margin of 
victory  for 
UOP. Bryant penetrated at 
will and drew foul after
 foul 
from the hacking Spartan 
players.  
The Spartan bench 
did 
a nice job 
in the second 
half. Doug Murrey, 
Williams and Bob Ferrante 
combined
 for 31 points and 
Michael Mendez wound up 
with 13 off some fine out-
side shooting in the latter 
stanza. 
But the Spartans had 
very
 few good op-
portunities inside. Of the 84 
points, 
only 16 came from 
inside. Pacific had 26 
points from in close. 
"Wow, I 
couldn't 
believe how well -prepared 
they were for us," Mendez 
said. The Spartan guard 
couldn't penetrate and had 





team we've played," 
Williams said. "They knew 












Pacoloc    
II 
3 
Utah State   
9 5 
Fresno State   9 
Cal State Fullerton.   
7 
7 
Cal State Long 
Beach   
7 
UC Santa Barbara   
SJSU
   
4 10 























3-00 UC Santa 
Barbara
 (61, vs 
Fresno  State 131 
5 00 S151/171
 vs Utah 
State  Ill 






 Cal Stale 
Fullerton  
141  
9 00 UC 
Irvine







Baseball  vs St 
Mary's al 
Municopal  
Stadium,? 10 pm  












Basketball  vs. 
Utah  State in 








through  Saturday 
Tennis vs UC Santa
 
Barbara.?








10 p.m.  


























Swimming  vs 
Fresno  Slate, noon. 
Track vs 
UC
 tryrne at 







 Cal Poly San
 Luis Obispo,
 1 p m 
Judo at 
PAAU  Novice 
and Brown 
Belt tourney
 at Albany 















Tuesday.  vs 
UC
 Davis at 
Santa  Clara, 
2 30 p m Saturday 
"LUNCH WITH
 A PROF" 
DR. 
MARTIN  BIRNRACH 
POLITICAL
 SCIENCE DEPT. 
Will 
speak  on 




Tuesday, Feb. 27, 1979, 1 2:30 p.m. 
Student Union Costanoan Room 
Coffee and Tea Provided  
Bring your own lunch 
BASEBALL 
WCBA STANDINGS 
Fresno Slate   
Nevada Reno   
SJSU
   
St Mary's
   
4 
San Francisco   3 
Pacific    
3 
Santa Clara   
3 




















































 FOR CANON. 
YOU'LL 




















































going  to do. 
Their  coach did 
a great 





























 wound up 
11-3


































































































 will fare against 
Utah State,
 Guevara made 
it simple. "We beat them 
once, 
right?"  he said with a 
forced smile. 
SPARTASTUFF 
2,121  showed 
up Sunday and there were 
more  than 
a handful from Stockton 
One would 
would have thought 
the game was 
being played 
in
 the Civic Aud in 
Stockton Dan Sullivan 
played with a 
dislocated index linger





only  live points in 18 minutes. The
 
two teams 
took  76 FT attempts The 
Spartans sel a team record for fouls 
with 36. 
Ferrante's  nine points came 





























































































































































































































































374  E. Santa Clara St.  
Between 8th & 
9th St. 
279-1616  
Tear off and 
















































BUY ONE SUPER BURRITO 
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March  6. The 
Placement
 Office will be 
happy  to 





meantime,  if 
you
 would like 
to know 
more



































Page  8, 





 flip in Sunday's 
match.  







 win  
Judokas







































































































Japanese team that was 
ranked in the top 10.
 We 
lost all of our matches but 
one and that was a draw." 
SJSU's Mike Vincenti 
scored a "wazari" or 1/2 -
point throw 
in the sixth 





first after Keio jumped into 





























Karen  Mason sets
 
high
 standards for 
herself
 and her teammates.
 
Over  the past five 
games, Mason 
and  company 
steamrolled 
over
 their opponents 




impressive  a statistic 
this may be, Mason
 
was not 




taming  of Stanford 
Unviersity before 
the  largest home 
crowd
 of the yerar. 
In posting their 20th 
consecutive win, the 
Spartans  
clinched  the Northern California
 Athletic Conference 
crown for the second year
 in a row and with it, a spot in 
the 
AIAW Regionals slated to 
take palce March 8,9,and 10 at 
UC Santa Barbara. 
"This was a real big win," 
Mason  said. "We had not 
played up to 
our potential for the last five 
games.
 We won 
them pretty easy, but we didn't
 play to our fullest. We've 
got a real positive feeling going into
 the regionals." 
It is still not certain who the Spartans will be facing in 
the first round. 
Other  squads that have also cinched spots 
in the post -season contest 
include UCLA, San Francisco 
State, Cal Poly -Pomona and the 














Las Vegas, an -at large  team. 
There are three at -large 
spots still 
to be filled. 
SJSU hosts San 
Francisco State Wednesday at 
7:30 
p.m., and a win over the Gators
 will most likely aid the 
Spartans in gaining
 a high seed in the regionals. 
"The 
team morale is really good,"
 Mason commented 
immediately after the 
Cardinal  slaughter. "Stanford 
was
 
coming off a big win 
over Long Beach and won 
in overtime 
against 
Cal. We hadn't executed 
very  well lately but 
tonight things went 
pretty
 well. Especially the 
shooting,  
I'm 
pretty  sure we had a high 
shooting
 percentage." 
The 5'7" sophomore 
had a large part in that 
high 
shooting 
percentage.  The scrappy, 
hustling Mason 
utilized an array of shots to 
hit on 13 of 24 field goal at-
tempts 
for a team season high of 30 
points.
 As if that 
wasn't enough, 
Mason also hauled down 11 rebounds. 
And 
she accomplished all of this in only 28 minutes 
of 
court action. 
"I think if we stay healthy and continue to execute as 
well as we did tonight, I think we can make it to the 
national tournament. A lot of coaches in our league think 
that we're going to be the team to beat in Santa  Barbara," 
Mason said. 
Once again Sharon Chatman's team was not at full 
strength. Winnia Gazaway saw limited action and Elinor 
Banks sat out her third straight game. Banks is 
questionable for the 
remainder
 of the season. She has 
possible cartilage damage which could prevent her from 
seeing any more action. 
"I knew we'd have to play well and we did," 
Chatman 
said. "It was a good performance, our best game since the 
last Cal game. We executed well and we pa lyed with great 
intensity, and that's going to be a key factor in how well 

















Spartan  netters were 
injured





San Diego at South 
Campus
 
at 2 p.m. 
No. 2 seed Paul Batten 
suffered a shoulder 
separation
 during his 
second -round match and 
No. 4 man Don Paulsen 
twisted his ankle. Add 
number one Spartan Nials 
Brash's persistng shoulder 
problem and SJSU coach 
Butch Krikorian is left with 
some voids to fill. 
THe Spartans 
finished 
third in the Norhtern 
California
 Inter -Collegiate 
Championships at Golden 
Gate Fields 
in
 Albany and 
no 
doubt  the injuries hurt 
SJSU's chances of finishing 
ahead of California 
and 
Stanford, 
which  won the 
tourney. 
Batton won his first. 
round match over John 
Perrando of 
USF as he 
coasted to an easy 6-2, 6-2 
victory. He lost his
 second -
round contest, but put on a 
gutsy performance. 
Serving at three games 
to five,
 Batton pulled his 








SJS1 linus ward 3 i 





Weidman. Stanford. 156-1 1/2. Rick 
Buss, 
Stanford.  
























put   Bob Fuerhich.
 SJSU, 
57-1; Kevin 






300051 Steeple  NI Gail, 
Stanford. 9.18.2: Bill llaldenian, 
Stanford.
 9 21 
8:
 














 Matt 'Smiling. flawaril,
 
3:551 
110M 1111 - Mike Kirtrnan, SJSU, 
14.6:  
Ken














Stanford.  11 4 




































Long jump Essodina Atchade. 
SJSU 24-9 1/4: Damn Nelson, 
Stanford,
 24-21/1. Kevin Cole. SJSU, 
2143/4
 
Pole vault Greg Worm.. SJSU, 
18-10:
 Kim 
Mark SJSU. 15-10: 
tie 
Ken 



















High jump -1'hurlis Gibbs. SJSU 
))-10
 
1/4; Doug Reinhart. 
Hayward.  
11.10 L'1: Bob Churchill, Hayward. 6-
In 
1.'4. 
200M  Damn Nelson, Stanford,  
21.6:  Ken Thonlas, SJSU 22 0. 
(limbs) Banks, Stanford. 22.3 
Two-mile  Hoy Kemal, Stanford, 
9.026, 
Tim Gruber. SJSU, 9:96.6: 
'ra  Core) , Stanford. 9:09.2. 
lbscus - Colin Sutherland,  5.1511.  
170-4 1/2: Rick Rms. Stanford. 160-3. 
S.Itil1.159.10 
3/4. 
Mile relay '(al State
 Hayward 
'Gary James,














3 : 2 9 4 1
 
Triple jump  
Doug Gamer, 
Hayward, 494; Rex 
White,  SJSU, 40-
21/4:
 George FraiWiN,











For college students 





91 Paseo de San Antonio 
between 2nd 
and  3rd Sts. 
by the fountain 
Rather
 than 
forfeit  the 
match,











paly  and he. lost to 
Yair  
Werterheimer
 of Cal 6-4, 6-
1. 
Paulsen lost his 
opening match
 in one of 
only two 
matched
 to go the 
full three sets in 
singles
 
action. Mike Jee of USF 
dropped 





working his shoulder back 
into form, 
after hurting it 
in a car accident, but isn't 




















Mike  Jee 
and 
Rodney  
Lee  of 
USF  
6-1,6-4. 
A victory in the second 
round placed them in the 
semi-finals where they 
were dropped by Chris 
Dunk and Marty Davis of 
Cal. 
1714.4.4741.  
LOW DISCOUNT PRICES 
WHEEL 
ALIGNMENT




 0A0 RD , CAMPBELL 
371-7900  




 precious metal alloy 
for class  
rings! 
 
Costs  far less than gold! 






wFurt: ARGENTUS now 
$59.95 























































Keio  Club won 
the  first 
match of the 
evening on a 
choke 







































The eigth match w , 
by Masuo Kato of Keio or .! 
"wazari" or 1/2 poi 
throw as he 
defeated  Mi 












"yuko"  or 
1/4 












home match is March 
and the 
National  Cha 
Ir.
 
pionships are coming up I , 
four weeks in Long Bead 
441.111;14  






















Mt.1',M111r,"Ai  "0"   
Brown Bag Theatre presents 









lively  musical 
about
 life 
in Los Angeles. Tomorrow 
at noon in S.U. 
Amphitheater  
(S.U. Upper








prices on White 
Argentus
 and 
new, Yellow Argentus! 





Only during the 
following  times when 
yourJosten's
 representative 
































of life in Los 
es, noon 




7 and 10 p.m. 
Wednesday
 in Morris 
y Auditorium. $1. Black
 filmmaker and director 
of 
Mama," Haile 
Gerimo, will give 
a short talk. 
acuity Artist Series 
will present Aiko Onishi
 3:30 
Sunday in 
the  University 
Concert





amera One: "Under the Banner of Samurai" and 
urai Assassin," two historical Japanese movies, 
ning at 7 p.m. today and tomorrow. Call 294-3800 for 
s. 
ussian Folk Dance Festival 8 p.m. tomorrow and 
day at the San Jose Center for Performing Arts. Call 
60 for tickets. 
odega, Campbell: Kid Courage, tonight; Mark Ford 
, tomorrow. 
Call
 374-4000 for times and prices. 
ountain Charley's Saloon, Los Gatos: The Fingers, 
ht; Swallow Tail, tomorrow. 
Call 354-2510 for times 
rices.
 
mokey Mountain Saloon, Campbell: Garcia 
ers,
 tonight; Cornell Hurd, tomorrow. Call 866-8288 
es and prices. 
image
 House, San Jose: Mark Harville, tonight; 
Medlar, tomorrow. Call 378-1271 for times and 
Not -So-Local 
eystone, 
Berkeley:  Jumpstreet, 
Thursday; 
ground and Mistress, 
Friday.  Call 841-9903 for times 
rices. 
e Police 
plus  special 
guests
 8 p.m. Sunday 
at 
rbach  Auditorium in 
Berkeley. $5 and 
$6. 
'The
 Visit" 8 
p.m. tomorrow
 and 
Thursday  at 






 Blanket Babylon 
Goes  to the Stars" 8 
p.m.  
rrow 
and  Thursday at 
the







 Strut," a musical review
 of the '30s 
'40s, 8 tonight at the 
On
 Broadway Theater in 
San  
acisco.
 Call (415) 398-0800



















aspect, when in 
"Union! Union!" lady - a 
fighter - my 
Although, the 
movie  view, showing 
the  union as
 
some
 cases the union may 
These 
are  the shouts of   
Sally 
Field  in her 
starring 
role of Twentieth Century
-
Fox's, 








 as a worker in a   
Southern textiles 









bring  about 
a relationship 
with  a man 
unlike anyone she has 
ever
 
known - Beau Bridges. 
Bridges plays the role 
of her
 husband, and does a 
fine job of acting in  
the 
small amount of time he 
is 
in the film. 
Ron Leibman,
 ( who is 
currently starring in 
the 
CBS -TV series, "Kaz") 
brings his personal elec-
tricity to the
 film, and acts 
as the catalyst in Norma
 
Rae's transformation of 
the Union representative 
working in the factory. 
Leibman plays the role 
of the TWUA 
(Textile 




from the East Coast. 
The fight between 
management and the staff 
employees starts when 
Leibman arranges 
meetings for the employees
 
to express their thoughts 
about 
their job and the 
conditions




movie builds into a 
high climax when Fields is 
fired from the factory for 
disorderly 
conduct.  Her 
fellow employees then 
realize what management 








had recently released 
several films about 
women, 
that
 were not only 
critically acclaimed but 
also popular successes
 as 
well ("The Turning Point," 
"Julia," and "An Un-
married Woman"), Norma 
Rae 
portrays  the life of a 
Vright 
lacks  novelty, 
3leases
 mediocrity 
By Don Vetter 
When Gary 
Wright  was 
Ole boy his momma 
>ably told him at 
the 
ler table 




eday become a doctor 
make the family proud  




Wright  took to 
nickstreets of rock 
and  
music, slowly climbing 
ladder of 
success,  
ing backing keyboards 
established stars Like 
Rolling Stones and 
rge Harrison and 
ting his own 
band  
aoky Tooth." 
In 1975 Wright burst 
the scene with his own 
im, "The Dream 
ver," a financial and 
cal success that was a 
,que rock entity 
turing all keybord 
tpositions. 
Two mediocre albums 
bed for Wright and his 
at
 
release,  "Headin' 





home  to momma 
xplain 






Home"  is 
a 
ection
 of music 
that 
cs the 
novelty  of his first
 
He 
breaks  down 
does 
throw in a 
guitar  
a saxaphone,







financial  and 
licity 
direction,  Wright 
attached himself to the
 
cessful magnet, who 
'acted the public to 
.er Frampton, Dee 
Anthony. 
With all these people 
showing him the way to go, 
it is surprising that 
Wright 
could turn out such a 
directionless album. 
Cuts like 
"I'm  the One 
Who'll Be By Your Side" 
and "Stand" are
 definitly 
borderline disco songs, but 
Wright
 fails to go all the 
way with the  
money-















 former releases, 
especially  "The 
Dream  
Weaver."  It not only
 puts 
the listener into 
oblivion,  










































Pay!  See 
Europe, 
Hawaii,  
Australia,  So 
America.  Career 






500 61035, Sacto., 
CA
 95860. 
SIERRA Club meeting Tues. 7:30 








 OF LIFE 
FELLOWSHIP 
Classes








 298 4509. 
TYPING 



















 as well as 
give
 you a 
personalized  
style  






that you can use 
and  adapt for 




I give you 
about 
70
 colors out of a set of 
500 


















Bowman, M.A.. 247 2504, 510 
7!)/?? P.M. MOST EVES. 
o 





















 2/7 3446. 









 WITH SJSU 
SKI  CLUB. 
FIVE  DAYS 
skiing





sportation, Lifts, lodging and 
Parties
 all 




 Feb. 27th at 
7,30
 
a.m. in th Almaden Room. 
Student
 Union. Also 




trip to SQUAW 
VALLEY,  Feb. 
17.18th. Come 
loin us for In and 




































stew  or studio. AE all() 
has 









 at 5 to 51 
percent 
DISCOUNTS!  Mfg 
wrnty. 
Plus
 optional 5 
year  








 LPs with each 
purchase!
 If you're 
tire 
of 
the  small 
selection
 at the 
SVOUNDWORKS,  
THE  HIGH 
PRICES 
AT Pacific, or the
 
thrown 
together.  junk 
systems  
at 
Cain  then you 
owe
 It to 
YOUrSell








after  2 p.m., 
anytime  week 
nds.  Ask for Ken. 
Audio gen 









GAY  MEN and 
Lesbian  SJSU Gay 
available 









Thurs. at (I PM in 
th Guadalupe 


















 dinners and 
other 
activities  We 
provide
 an 
setting which is 
very


























Information call our 
events tape 
meeting







. M rrrrr 




































TUTOR,  Matti/Physics. 







Program. Vicks Health 
Care 
Division.  Approx 5250 in sales  
goals. 11 week program 
states, Chicago orientation. Jr 
or Sr Business or Marketing 
Students Contact Career 







Quick Cash Dr. Lapin,  Bus 
Tower 
763,
 or call 837 
0191  
"PAYING SIO MEN'S, SS 












 glass artwork. 
Windows on 
display or custom 
Order
 We 
warantee  lowest 
prices Call Ed 
at 230 4469 or 925 
6974.  
TO THE PERSON
 who returned my 
Blue Barclays 
Passbook to West 
Hall,  Thank 





null  to mark up to resell 
998 
4666 
LIKE to dance? Mn. too! Rocker 








have fun! Campus 
room 





 Have pianist. Mark, 793  
6473.
 
WANTED TO BUY: Baseball 
cards,  
all years and types, especially 
Bowman, Goody,
 Post, Lea. Top 




proofreading and editing. 
Fast. 
Student rates. Jeannie,
 274 1975. 
automotive  
'74 CHEVROLET Nova Hatchback. 
AM/FM stereo cassette,  new 
steel 
belted  radial tires. 
6 cyl.. 3 -
sad., 10 
mpg.












HEALTH. If you are not already 
With State Farm, call 
for an 
appointment at my office 
or 
home and we'll set
 
uP a time 
convenient
 for you On campus, 
at 
your
 home, or at my office.
 
Let's get together
 and give you 
better coverage for less money. 
CALL. MORT STAR.253 




Restored.  Customized 
bronze beauty.
 Mostly new or 
rebuilt






 16mm non reflex 
movie  camera. Slow 
motion/fast  motion. 3 
lens,  
pistol grip. S175 Call 238 6276.  
help 
wanted  
DO YOU need a couple
 of units? If 







for PR writing and







 You can 
receive
 one 
to three units 
through
 an 
IS 180  
class, and 




want people who're 
serious  




enough  to try a new 
style or two
 contact Carol 
Schreiber at 










per/rno Nat'l Parks, Fisheries, 
Logging,  and more How and 
where to get jobs, Send S2 to 
Alasco, 
P.O
 Box 2460, Goleta. 
CA 
93018 
PART TIME, Full time 
10 Key 
operators  for 
tax
 season, in 
terviewing now


















Park Lane,  
Suite 







RN's,  SS/hr 
Some 
Experience  Required 
Call 






 We need you to 
work  from 12 to 1,30,M F $3.00/r  
and 







Need aggressive personality,  




working  with 
public from 




Contact Arcade Sk. 





 Rd Call 289 










characters, food services, 






openings, full time summer. 














 in Santa Cruz 
and vicinity. Call 1 722 7761. 
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer/year 
round. Europe. S. America,  
Australia,
 Asia, Etc. All fields, 
5500 01,200 
monthly.  Expenses 
paid. Sightseeing. Free info. 
Write: B M.P Co.. Box 4490 SB. 
Berkeley,C
 A 94704. 
The 
Child  Sexual 
Abuse 
Treatment Program 
is looking for 
interns.
 
Your volunteer services 
will not only benefit you 








ADVERTISING SALES  in 
teresting. 
profitable.  Your 
hours. Experience required. 
(collegiate  S.J.), 
(415)105-9781.
 
DANCE MAJOR wanted. Need 
inventive











framework  and see 
the 
results
 on film. Call Bill, 737 
1544. 
STUDENTS to assist 
in teaching 
remedial
 reading 2 to 3 hrs. per 
week on Saturdays as part of a 
Title IV Program. Most be 






EULIPIA Crepe Cafe, 37a S.  First
 
St_ is looking for enthusiastic 
talent for dishwasher Call. 293 
6818. 
PART TIME and Management 
position available. Flexible hrs. 
Earn
 $I hr. For info., 
call 
764 
1140 between I 
4p.m. 
ASIAN





Call Jay Vora) at 




 HOUR Misc easy work 
near SJSU i you can 
study  while 
you work) Hours 







work part time near campus, 
same pay. Call Don, 998 












travel. Summer iob or career
 
















Melicanos pare am istados 
Para
 
charter  y 
echarnos  on
 
calesaso cuando el 
tiempo nos 
perrnita 1 
842  4538 Toque la 
puede 
del  Men's 
Locker
 Rrn 































utility rrn 1,000 


















facilities,  linen 
and 
maid/sery










share.  $50 
wk.  single, 












facilities,  game 







 parking. 032 per 
wk 






call first 293 7374 
FREE
 room and 
board for right
 




man.  Active and 
Involved in 
Business  and 















student.  Studious 
atmos, 7 
min from campus. Rec 
comply . 288 7490.
 





 2 bdrm at Valley 
West 
Apts.  Large bdrm.




























 to share 
house. Call 
Scott. 241 5012. 
HOUSE 
FURNISHED.  Avail,  
June  
I. Close to campus.
 Security. 
private
 yard w/13510, 
garage,  



























No.!. San Jose, 
CA 95112. 
lost and found 
LOST:
 6 month old 





name of Sylvester. 




















 798 2308. 
PROF Cop
 Typist Fast,  
accurate.
 

















































love you, Willard 
BIRTHDAY  

















Love,  Cory 
and Sal 
CAROL.



















in Masters. Reports, Diner 
tenons. Approved
 by San Jose 
State
 University  
Graduate 
Department IBM
 Sd II. 
South 
San Jose/Blossom Valley Area. 
Janet,  227 9525 







 of love that are 
soft, elegant and understood by 
everyone! For the 
finest
 wed 






 70 years 
experience. IBM Correcting 
Selectric. Term papers, theses,  
reports,  manuscripts, etc. 
lOn 
Graduate Typist List). Blossom 
Hill area.
 Call Kathie, 578 1216, 
9am 9pM. 
EXPERT typing and 
proofreading
 
of term papers etc. Fast service 







References. Debbie. 292 7140. 
TYPO GRAPHICS, INC.
 
 Writing and editing resumes. 
 Medical/Legal
 
typing  and trans. 
 Publications/Brochures. 





discount to students 
with student ID 
cards. For 
appointment, call 297 9954. 
PROF.







Service,  Student 
Rates 
792 4720 
TYPING  Thesis, term papers, etc 




CHARTER FLIGHTS 1979 We 















ENEVA . SHANNON.. 
B
RUSSELS_MADR
 ID,  MIL 
AN..
 YUGOSLAVIA.. LIMA. 
PERU (SOUTH AMERICA).. 
COSTA RICA JAMICA., RIO 
DeJANE
 IRO.. HONG KONG,
 






HONOLULU.. NEW YORK 
CITY..
 Plus student 
flights
 













Overseas  lob 




Travel  books 
Luggage 
Maps
 backpacks and other 
travel 



















































50 7 00 
1 25 






1 50 2 75 
2 90 300 
35 











 lone add 
50 50 
50











(ones  0.1. Ost, 





















Coty    
Int fosed .s 
SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER 
OR 





















 Consocully oublicabon dates only 






 ON MY 
Tn4hlTAST1C  






















































(Continued from Page 1) 
Hastings also said 
although they had to 
receive help from 
the A.S., 
it does 
not in any way mean 
the 
paper  will fold. 
"We're trying to make 
this a permanent paper, 
which is why we're trying 
to get the distribution 
boxes 
on campus," he said. 
He also 
said  that this 
summer  the 











always wanted to 
see 
something  different 
















 the Daily 





too  busy of too 
unconcerned  




people  of 
other 
majors, 
three  faculty 
members,  and 
several  non-
students  on 
the












with one abstension in 
favor 






















 many of 





they would try 
next week to 
force
 a vote on a 
rival  
resolution 
containing  a 
constitutional 
convention.  
Approved Monday and 
sent
 to the Senate by a 
63-6  
vote was AJR 17, 
which  
merely asks Congress to 
draft, by 









resolution  was the 
only one to emerge 
last 
week from the Assembly 
Ways and 
Means  Com-
mittee, which killed three 
others 
aimed  at requiring 












issue  for four 
weeks, hearing from 
Brown himself and dozens 
of constitutional scholars 
who argued whether such a 
convention could be limited 
to 
one subject. 
The chief opponent, 
Assembly  Speaker 
Leo  
McCarthy, said the lob-
bying of committee 
members by Brown
 and 
business and farm leaders 
was the most intense
 he 









Washington this week. 
McCarthy  and 
other 









 the Bill of 
Rights. 
Although he voted for 
the resolution, Assem-
blyman Gordon
 Duffy, R -
Hanford, 
said
 it was 
"without  meaning, without 
force ... because never in 
the history of living man 
has 
Congress paid at-











































and I see 
no







"I don't see any con-
flict and I certianly hope 
that nobody 
in A.S. thinks 






that he does 
not agree with the A.S. 
funding of the paper. 
"I'm not 
at all en-
thused that we allocated 
them money 
when they 
said last semester that they 
weren't
 going to come to 
the council






























The Spartan Daily 
currently runs on ad-
vertising revenue alone, 






Bank  of America,
 
meanwhile,  is 
waiting  out 
the feud. 









 to the 
block in 

















is in no 
hurry. 
The situation 
is one of 
no choices, 



























his  new 
professor of civil post 




















 1958 at 
Spicher,
 43,





 in the Civil received 
his  master's 
Engineering 




California  at 
Berkeley,
 and then 
his 
doctoral degree
 in 1963 at 
Washington University. 
Before joining SJSU in  
1965, he served on the 
faculty of 
the  University of 












 College is 
devoted
 to a sense
 of 
synthesis," 
she  said. "It 
offers a 







however, represents the 
New College old guard. He 
says 












































public from a 
preliminary 




 have an ongoing 
assault on 








reporter and official of the 
East Bay Press 
Club,  said 
at a news conference. He 
cited two cases of 
reporters
 
facing jail for refusing to 
turn over their notes. 
Last Friday the press 
club and the Oakland 
Tribune asked the state 
Supreme Court to overturn 
an appeals
 court ruling 
allowing a closed 
preliminary
 hearing in an 
Oakland murder case. 
Reporters say a closed -
door hearing violates 
freedom of the press and 
the public's right to know. 
Defenders of the law say it 
protects the defendant's 
right to privacy
 and a fair 
trial. 
"We believe 
it's not a 














 D-San Jose, a 
co-author
 of the 
bill.  
Debley endorsed the 
portions of the bill 
requiring preliminary 
hearings and hearings on 
suppression of evidence 
such as a defendant's 

































Information About Other Centers 
In
 More
 Than 80 
Major  US Cities 8 Abroad 
Outside
 NY Stale 
CALL
 TOLL FREE: 
1/00.223.1762  
2251



























































translates into a 
"puritanical" approach to 
education.
 
"If education is fun," 
he said," you're considered 
a flake." 
Douglas sees New 
College evolving into an 
"honors program" which 
he thinks will result in 
"more successes, fewer 
Posses, but less risks." 
set to 
begin  later this year. 
-We 
had to find a 
viable location," Burton 
said, "and 
that block is the 
only 
one  we could come 
up
 






































Harlow admits he has 
"tentative places" to move 




He admits the fight will 
probably not keep his store 
where  it is, but hopes he 
can "raise some public 
consciousness
 about it." 
That and the slim hope that 
Bank of 
America might 
pull out of the deal at the 
last minuter




die," he said. "No matter 
what happens, we'll be in 
the area somewhere 
nearby." 
Redevelopment Agen-
cy Director Russ Campbell 
perceives that block -
shuffling  argument as 
involving two basic issues. 
"I'm not trying to 
defend or blame anybody," 
he said, 






thing;  the right 
of
 the bank 















As far as he and the 
City Planning 
Commission 




 must confront now is 
what kind
 of structure B. of 
A. will 




bank's  first plan, 
proposing a two-story 
building and 185 parking 
spaces, was rejected by the 
Planning Commission last 
Novenber. 
"Their 
proposal  loo 
too much like a 
subur 
shopping center bar '. 
Campbell said. "We a' 
something with big, 
density that will offer re 
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going to make sure 






















































BEER.  AND LESS. 
